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Revelation 1:6 

You were created to be a king. You were made to be a 

king. It is within your D.N.A. to live like a king. However, 

you cannot live like a king thinking like a peasant. You 

cannot live like a king, ignorant to the thoughts of a king.  

Revelation 1:6 says, “And hath made us kings and priests 

unto God and his Father; to him be glory and dominion for 

ever and ever. Amen.” 

A mentality is the OUTLOOK of a person. What is your 

outlook on life? What is your outlook regarding your 

future? What is your outlook as it pertains to your 

purpose? These are questions that need to be asked to 

determine if you are thinking like a king?  



After asking yourself these questions you may discover 

that you think like a peasant rather than a king. The 

outlook of a king is like an Eagle. Eagles fly high and look 

low. Eagles SOAR in the air without resistance. Do you 

think like an Eagle or a chicken?  

LISTED BELOW ARE STATUES AND PRINCIPLES 

OF A KING’S MINDSET.  

⁃ Kings CREATE the circumstances for other people to 

endure.  

⁃ Kings SET THE CULTURE for people to follow.  

⁃ Kings gives DIRECTION and VISION to govern their 

environment and circumstances.  

⁃ Kings CREATE the environment around them.  

⁃ Kings CREATE the future that others follow.  



⁃ Kings BUILD the foundation other people stand on.  

⁃ Kings ESTABLISH the atmosphere of their territory.  

⁃ Kings CREATE the rules other people follow.  

⁃ Kings ENFORCE God’s Kingdom laws on the earth. 

⁃ Kings speak to INFLUENCE, not gossip.  

⁃ Kings think about how to IMPROVE and make things 

better.  

⁃ Righteous kings establish a code of RIGHTEOUSNESS 
in their territory.  

⁃ Kings do not tolerate anything. They CHANGE 
everything.  

⁃ Kings PLAN the future so they can control it. They 

leave nothing up to chance.  



⁃ Kings think LONG TERM to ensure that their reign will 

last for a long time.  

If you really pay attention to the principles above, doesn’t 

this remind you of King Jesus? When King Jesus was on 

the earth He demonstrated ALL of these principles 

throughout His ministry.  

There is nothing like a King. Kings are in a class by 

themselves. The thought patterns are drastically unique to 

anyone else. The Kingdom Constitution says it best.  

Proverbs 25:3 says, “No one can measure the height of the 

skies or the depth of the earth. So also no one can 

understand the mind of a king.” 

When you upgrade your thinking to King status that is 

when you will see things others cannot see. You will hear 

things others are deaf too. You will envision things others 

are blind too. You will imagine things others cannot 

conceive. You will be in a class by yourself.  



KING’S LIVE UNCOMMON LIVES BECAUSE 

THEY ARE UNCOMMON THINKERS!  
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